
 

 

 

 

 

 

Punjab moots food processing university 

Source: Zee News, 27 June 2014 

Punjab government said it has mooted a proposal to set up a Food Processing University on 

the lines of National Institute of Food Technology Entrepreneurship and Management 

(NIFTEM). The proposal, which has been mooted as a draft plan, envisages making the new 

university as a fulcrum for research and development of the food processing industry in 

Punjab. The proposed University would also meet the demand of investors as far as finding 

the required talent for the industry and training the same as per the demands of industry. 

More... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

India: Solar food processing technology  

Source: Society for Energy, Environment & Development (SEED) 

The solar food processing technology is based on 

the integration of food science and technology such 

as pre-treatments and adding chemicals and 

additives for high quality products, adding 

preservatives for long shelf life, for the better 

retention of minerals and vitamins of the food 

products and with fast, hygienic, clean and safe 

solar drying of the product. The solar cabinet dryer 

employs a novel and unique innovative technology 

that is highly efficient concept of forced circulation 

using solar photovoltaic energy. 

                                                                 More... 

India: PM to launch mega PPP food park in Karnataka: 17 more in pipeline 

Source: The Hindu: Business Line, 22 September 2014 

In an effort to implement the ‘farm-to-fork’ model through modern retail, Prime Minister Mr. 

Narendra Modi will inaugurate a mega food park in Tumkur, Karnataka. The park is being 

promoted under public-private partnership by Future Retail in association with Capital Foods 

and Sattva Developers. Food Processing Minister  Ms. Harsimrat Kaur Badal said that Future 

Group has over 4,000 retail shops under the brand name of Big Bazaar. Through this retail 

chain, the park will help industry act as a bridge between farmers and consumers. This park is 
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also an example of providing linkage between farmers and retail chain without depending 

upon foreign investment in multi-brand retail. 

More... 

India: Food safety standards should not be arbitrary: Ms. Harsimrat Kaur Badal  

Source: The Economic Times, 22 September 2014 

Expressing concerns over imported food items getting stuck in customs, Food Processing 

Minister Ms. Harsimrat Kaur Badal said safety standards should not be arbitrary and 

detrimental to the industry. Huge consignments carrying food processing ingredients are 

lying at ports due to the new labelling norms of the Food Safety Standards Authority of India 

(FSSAI). According to Ms. Harsimrat Kaur Badal “Systems should not be arbitrary. While 

maintaining the food safety standards, it should also encourage the industry. So, if industry is 

having some issues that need to be addressed”.  

More... 

India: Govt to approve 17 food parks; Rs 2,000 crore investment expected: Food 

processing minister 

Source: The Times of India, 22 September 2014 

Food processing minister Ms. Harsimrat Kaur Badal said that Government will approve 17 

food parks across the country over the next few months, attracting investments of about Rs 

2,100 crore and also sanctioned 20 new cold chain projects. It is also exploring the new 

scheme for infrastructure and cluster development, she added. 

More... 

New Initiatives/ Developments of Ministry of Food Processing Industries 

Source: Business Standard, 22 September 2014 

Ministry of Food Processing Industries is concerned with the formulation and implementation 

of policies for Development of food processing industries in the country. Food processing 

sector plays a vital role in reduction of wastages of agri-horti produce, enhancing shelf life of 

food products, ensuring value addition to agricultural produce, diversification of agriculture, 

employment generation, enhancing the incomes of farmers and export of agro & processed 

foods. Skill Development initiative taken by the Ministry in consultation with National Skill 

Development Council and identified 7 sectors ( Bakery, Dairy, Grain Processing, Poultry, 

Refrigeration, Packaging, Quality Control) with the help of reputed industry partners to train 

10,000 persons in the next 12 months. 

More... 

Africa: Sustainable Startups Using Technology to Make Use of Food Waste 

Source: Smallbiztrends.com, 3 September 2014 

The developed world wastes almost as much food as sub-Saharan Africa produces in a given 

year, according to the United Nations. This means there’s an opportunity for sustainable 

startups to try and make use of all that food waste. And there are already a few companies 

using technology to make that vision a reality. Food Cowboy is one of those startups. The 

company runs an app that connects American food companies and transporters with food 

banks and similar charities. Food Cowboy provides the link that connects the two, and makes 

it easier for all parties involved to make use of food waste. Food Cowboy isn’t the only 

company making use of technology to reduce food waste.  Technology has certainly 
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increased the possibilities for solving the food waste problem. And more and more startups 

are using innovative ideas to solve it. 

More... 

Germany: Test Detects Fake Organic Food 

Source: Newsmax Health, 27 August 2014 

German scientists have developed a new way to test foods labeled “organic” to determine if 

they actually are. Researchers from the Bavarian Health and Food Safety Authority and the 

Wuerzburg University have demonstrated a technology called a nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy can authenticate organically grown foods. The scientists analyzed tomatoes 

grown in greenhouses and outdoors, with conventional or organic fertilizers, and found the 

technique was able to differentiate between the two. The researchers conclude that the test is 

a good starting point for the authentication of organically produced tomatoes, and its further 

refinements could root out other fraudulently labelled foods. 

More... 

 

Australia: Australian Institute of Food Science and Technology (AIFST) and Institute 

of Food Technologists (IFT) Partner to Expand Certified Food Scientist (CFS) 

Certification 

Source: News wise (Press Release), 21 August 2014 

The Australian Institute of Food Science and Technology (AIFST) and the Institute of Food 

Technologists announced today that AIFST will endorse and promote the Certified Food 

Scientist (CFS) certification to food professionals in Australia. The CFS program is a first-of-

its-kind certification for food professionals worldwide and is designed to meet the 

International Standards Organization (ISO) 17024 standard for personnel certification 

programs. The CFS program is governed by the International Food Science Certification 

Commission (IFSCC). The purpose of the Certified Food Scientist certification is to: 

 Assess the applied knowledge and skills of food scientists 

 Assure consumers that food scientists have demonstrated the knowledge essential to their 

job role/function 

 Help employers, practitioners and the public identify individuals with certain knowledge 

and skills 

 Raise the visibility and credibility of the food science profession through a certification 

program 

 Promote lifelong learning related to the food science profession’ 

More... 

U.S.A.: The budding 3-D food world: Print your dinner 

Source: Tech Page One, 20 August 2014 

Around the world, people are inspired to create 3-D printed foods such as space-worthy pizza 

and functional cake stands made of sugar. Food printing is part of the expansive 3-D printing 

market, which research firm Canalys predicts will grow from $2.5 billion globally in 2013 to 

$16.2 billion by 2018, a compound annual growth rate of 45.7 percent.  

More... 
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India: Govt mulls use of radiation to preserve perishables 

Source: Business Standards, 5 August 2014 

A high-level inter-ministerial group met for to review use of radiation technology for 

preservation of perishable food and agriculture commodities to enhance their shelf life and 

prevent food wastage. The move by rural development ministry is aimed at enhancing shelf 

life of agriculture commodities and prevents food wastage. Radioactive technology will not 

only help enhance shelf life of food but also would provide a value proposition for farmers 

and consumers alike. More than 10,000 farmers in Maharashtra have benefited from radiation 

technology used for onions under the guidance and assistance of Kakodkar and his team at 

the BARC. According to Rural Development Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari, the idea is to 

suggest application of the model at the national level for all agriculture produce for benefit of 

the farming community. 

More... 

Tackling the food waste challenge with technology 

Source: The Guardian, 30 July 2014 

The challenges of the 21st century will stretch our collective capacity for innovation like 

never before. According to the FAO, the total value of lost food is $4bn per year in Africa 

and $4.5bn a year in India, with up to 50% of fruit and vegetables ending up as waste. In 

developing countries including China and Vietnam, most food is lost through poor handling, 

storage and spoilage in distribution. It is estimated that 45% of rice in China and 80% in 

Vietnam never make it to market for these reasons. One of the most effective ways to reduce 

food waste is to improve packaging, for example by using Modified Atmosphere Packaging 

(Map) – a technology that substitutes the atmosphere inside a package with a protective gas 

mix, typically a combination of oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen – to extend freshness. 

This is a well-proven solution that calls for technology transfer rather than invention, which 

has been the approach of the Sustainable Product Innovation Project in Vietnam. Through the 

project, Map has been applied to over 1,000 small-scale farmers, resulting in reductions in 

post-harvest food waste from 30-40% to 15-20%. 

More... 

Brand new technology detects probiotic organisms in food 

Source: Phys.Org, 23 July 2014 

In the food industry, it is very important to ensure the quality and safety of products 

consumed by the population to improve their properties and reduce foodborne illness. 

Therefore, a team of Mexican researchers developed a sensing microbiosensor that detects 

beneficial bacteria. This micromechanical device, which is known for being inexpensive, fast, 

selective and reliable, is the first of its kind manufactured in the country, and has been used to 

evaluate the growth of L. plantarum 299vm, a probiotic microorganism useful in the 

development of fermented dairy products. The biosensor is able to monitor the growth of 

about 400 cells in just 30 minutes, compared with the traditional method that requires at least 

24 hours of incubation. This technology, which has potential application in the food industry 

and the health sector. 

More... 
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New York: Chocolate too bitter? Swap sugar for mushrooms 

Source: Reuters India, 22 July 2014 

An upstart U.S. food technology company has developed a unique fermentation process using 

mushrooms to reduce bitterness in cocoa beans that it believes will cut sugar content in 

chocolate candy. A year after first launching its fermentation method to reduce bitterness in 

coffee beans, one of the world's biggest commodity markets, MycoTechnology, Inc is 

expanding into cocoa and will launch its process. After coffee and cocoa, MycoTechnology is 

looking at widening the use of its procedure to bulk agricultural markets like rice and other 

grains. In the process, MycoTechnology takes fermented beans, sterilizes them and then 

inoculates them with their unique strains of mushroom root systems that have been trained 

specifically to remove bitterness. The beans are then placed in a sealed bag and for the 

following seven to 21 days, the roots do their work. Mushrooms naturally feed on moisture, 

oxygen and sugars. 

More... 

India: Retort pkg driven by 30-50% reduction in heating time and better taste 

Source: Fnbnews.com, 18 July 2014 

Reduction of heating time by 30-50 per cent, improved food appearance, better nutrition and 

taste are the significant factors seen to drive the increased utilisation of retort packaging in 

India. In fact, retort packaging material has revolutionised the food processing industry with 

the concept of ready-to-eat and heat-and-eat offerings. The technology for retort pouch 

manufacturing is available at Council for Scientific and Industrial Research-Central Food 

Technology Research Institute (CSIR-CFTRI), Mysore. 

More... 

India: Drink technology India (DTI) and International PackTech India introduce trade 

fair for beverage and food industry 

Source: Hospitality BizIndia, 18 July 2014  

Drink technology India (DTI) and International PackTech India introduced a Trade Fair to 

meet the ever growing needs of beverage & food industry. The trade fair will be held from 

September 25- 27, 2014 at the Bombay Convention and Exhibition Centre, Mumbai. The 

trade fairs are positioned as a platform for dialogue between international suppliers of 

machinery and trade visitors from India. Food processing being the key focus in 2014, the 

exhibitions will cover the entire process chain comprising raw materials, production, bottling, 

packaging and logistics solutions. The addition of this segment confers an opportunity to the 

exhibitors to display machinery and equipment for varied kinds of foods e.g., confectionary 

and sweet products, meat, fruits and vegetables. The trade fair features ‘Exhibitor Forum and 

Roundtable Talks’ which will render an opportunity for networking, exchange of expertise 

and professional development for the industry professionals.  

More... 

San Francisco: Jawbone adds food-tracking to its wristbands 

Source: Reuters Canada, 16 July 2014 

Jawbone, maker of wireless headsets and wristbands, is pushing a new food-tracking service 

it hopes will catch on with health-conscious weight-watchers. In a move to grow its share of 

the nascent wearables market, the San Francisco-based company introduced new features to 

its main wearable gadget, called Up. Jawbone Up users can now log food, water and assess 
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the healthiness of foods. The app also offers a list of restaurant menus and a food library, 

making it easier for people to check calorie counts before placing an order. Those with a 

specific health and fitness goal in mind can use the app to track their progress. 

More... 

India: Student develops technique to increase fruits’ shelf life 

Source:  Fresh Plaza, 8 July 2014 

A student of food technology has developed a unique ‘low pressure system’ which can 

increase the shelf life of the fruits. Ashraf Dar, a post graduate in food technology from 

Islamic University of Science And Technology Kashmir and his professor came up with this 

creative thought for Ashraf’s MSc research thesis. He says his innovation can be helpful to 

fruit growers of valley to keep their fruits fresh for a long duration. According to Ashraf, the 

main aim of his innovation is to help farmers who cannot afford to send their fruit to the cold 

stores as a result of which their fruit is rotten. He has developed the low pressure system 

using a container and few other things. “In the horticulture sector of J&K many problems of 

post harvest like handling of fruits, transportation and marketing have cropped up. My 

innovation if implemented on a large scale might benefit the apple growers, marketers, 

consumers of valley and elsewhere,” Ashraf revealed. 

More... 

India: Will reduce food wastage by 50% in 2 yrs: Ms.  Harsimrat Kaur, Union Minister 

for Food Processing 

Source: The Indian Express, 6 July 2014  

Union Minister for Food Processing Ms. Harsimrat Kaur Badal highlighted food wastage as a 

major cause for inflation and said her target was to reduce this by at least 50 per cent in two 

years. On her first visit to the Punjab Agricultural University after taking charge as Union 

Minister, Ms.  Harsimrat said, “Food worth Rs 40,000 crore is wasted annually which is 

almost 18 per cent of total produce”, citing a survey by the Central Institute of Post-Harvest 

Engineering and Technology (CIPHET). “Statistics say wastage is 18 per cent, but I know 

that it is much more. It is because of food processing technologies are not reaching farmers,” 

she said.  Ms. Harsimrat announced that soon a “food map” of India will be prepared. “Work 

has already started to know that what crop is produced in which area and target is to setup 

processing units in its vicinity which will save transportation cost.” 

More... 

U.S.: Automation Technology in Food Production: For Man or Machine? 

Source: Food Processing, 10 July 2014 

Technology’s impact on bakery production is reflected in higher 

throughputs, increased efficiencies and superior outcomes. To 

realize technology’s full potential, however, requires human 

change, either in the goals of management or the expectations of 

staff. An example of the former is found in vacuum cooling. First, 

it was simple salad greens that were subjected to vacuum cooling 

as an alternative to shipping 1,000 lbs. of ice per pallet from the 

West Coast to the Northeast, demonstrating the solid economics of 

the technology. Vacuum cooling of baked goods, on the other hand, Single-serve packages of cracker 

sandwiches pass under a vision 

system en route to delta-arm robots 

for placement in cartons. The 

equipment replaces multiple 

machines, including obsolete pick-

and-place robots. 
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is a rarity in North America, although executives in Europe and elsewhere who have 

crunched the numbers are gravitating to the technology. Ambient cooling in large spiral 

coolers is the norm for commodities like buns and rolls, with blast freezing sometimes used 

for higher-priced goods. Time, space and mechanical refrigeration have costs, and some 

bakers are switching to vacuum to speed throughput, lower labor costs and reduce energy 

inputs. 

More... 
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1.  Conference 

Titles 

: 3
rd

 International Conference and Exhibition on  

Probiotics, Functional and Baby Foods 

 

 Conference 

Dates 
: 23 Sept 2014 → 25 Sept 2014 

 Conference  

 Location: 
: Naples, Italy 

 Weblink: : http://probiotics2014.conferenceseries.net/ 

2.  

  

Conference 

Titles 

: 2014 International Conference on Advances in Food 

Sciences (ICAFS 2014)  

 Conference 

Dates 
: 8

th
 October 2014  →  9th October 2014  

 Conference  

 Location: 
: Jinju, Korea (south)  

 Weblink: : http://www.icafs.org/  

3.  Conference 

Titles 

: 7th International Conference and Exhibition on 

Nutraceuticals and Functional Foods 

 Conference 

Dates 
: 14

th
 October 2014 → 17th October 2014 

 Conference  

 Location: 
: Istanbul, Turkey 

 Weblink: : http://www.isnff2014.org  

 

 

4.  Conference 

Titles 

: Fourth International Conference on Food Studies  

 

 Conference 

Dates 
: 20th October 2014 → 21st October 2014  

 Conference  

 Location: 
: Prato, Italy  

 Weblink: : http://food-studies.com/the-conference-2014  

5.  Conference 

Titles 

: Food Analysis Congress  

 

 Conference 

Dates 
: 29

th
 October 2014 → 30th October 2014  

 Conference  

 Location: 
: Hesperia Tower, Gran Via, 144, Hospitalet de Llobregat, 

Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain  

 Weblink: :  http://atnd.it/8244-1  
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Book Bank Scheme for NIFTEM Students 
A Book Bank scheme for B. Tech & M. Tech students has been initiated by NKC. Under the Book 

Bank scheme, NKC has added 288 recommended e-books along with 900 (15 title) print books 

(which are not available in electronic format). For access the E-book, you may please visit the 

links given below. This has also been updated in the NKC site i.e. http://nkc.niftem.ac.in/nkc/ 

 

 

 

NKC has purchased 280 e-books (See list) from 

CRC netBase on different subject area such as 

Agriculture, Biomedical Science, Business & 

Management, Chemistry, Computer Science and 

Engineering, Food Science & Culinary Science, 

Information Technology, Life Science etc. 

 

 

 

 

NKC has purchased 58 E-books (see list) from 

Science Direct. 

 

 

 

 

 

Turnitin Cloud Based 

Application 

 

Description 

 It is a leading anti-plagiarism internet based service. 

Turnitin’s comprehensive plagiarism prevention system 

allows quick and effective checks to all research work in 

a fraction of the time necessary to scan a few suspects’ 

papers using a search engine. It checks for potential 

unoriginal content by comparing submitted papers to 

several databases using a proprietary algorithm. It scans 

its own databases, and also has licensing agreements with 

large academic proprietary databases. It is one 

comprehensive solution for evaluating written work to 

ensure originality; grade papers and facilitate peer review. 

 

Turnitin Cloud Based Application subscribed for NIFTEM Faculty/ researchers/ students 

 

 For Faculty: NKC has distributed the Login ID and passwords to all faculty members, 

those who haven’t received yet, kindly contact to Mr. Nihar K Patra, Dy. Librarian. 

 For Researchers/ students: Faculty members will distribute the Login ID and passwords 

to students. 

 URL: http://turnitin.com/ 

Turnitin Cloud Based Application subscribed by NIFTEM Knowledge Centre 

http://www.crcnetbase.com/
http://nkc.niftem.com/nkc/books/CRC%20and%20T&F%20ebooks%20with%20URL.pdf
http://nkc.niftem.com/nkc/books/Elsevier%20eBook%20List%20with%20URL.pdf
http://turnitin.com/en_us/login
http://turnitin.com/en_us/login
http://turnitin.com/en_us/login
http://turnitin.com/
http://turnitin.com/en_us/login
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/bookbshsrw/all


 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  

 

 

S. 

No 

Research and Reference Services Contact person Email I.D. 

 

1.  Query related to Training Programmes/ Demo 

sessions of software /E- databases/E- Resources,  

Turnitin application and other issues 

Mr. Nihar Patra, 

Dy. Librarian 

nihar@niftem.ac.in 

2.  Literature search service Ms. Yogita Ahuja, 

SLIA 

yogitaahuja83@gmail.com 

3.  Research article request service Ms. Yogita Ahuja, 

SLIA 

yogitaahuja83@gmail.com 

4.  Newspaper Clipping Services Mr. Nihar Patra, 

Dy. Librarian 

nihar@niftem.ac.in  

Ms. Yogita Ahuja, 

SLIA 

yogitaahuja83@gmail.com 

5.  Query/ recommendation related to E- News 

Alert Service 

Mr. Nihar Patra, 

Dy. Librarian  

nihar@niftem.ac.in  

Ms. Yogita Ahuja, 

SLIA 

yogitaahuja83@gmail.com 

6.  Query/ recommendation related to 

print/electronic journals, database, magazine/ 

newspaper. 

Ms. Yogita Ahuja, 

SLIA 

yogitaahuja83@gmail.com 

7.  Query related to Archives 

(Photographs/Multimedia/ Newspaper Clipping/ 

Advertisement published by NIFTEM) 

Ms. Yogita Ahuja, 

SLIA 

yogitaahuja83@gmail.com 

8.  Query related to Books and E- Books, 

Circulation and any other issues. 

Mr. Dhirendra 

Padhan,  SLIA 

dhirenpadhan@gmail.com 

Other Services 

 Reference and referral services  

 Print out, document scanning and Xerox service to faculty/researches/ students/ staff. 

 

Research and Reference Services  

  



S. 

No. 

Online Database Subscribed by 

NKC 

Database description 

 

1.  

 
 

             EBSCO Host Business Sources Complete 

 

Business Source Complete is a scholarly business 

database, providing the leading collection of 

bibliographic and full text content. Searchable 

cited references are provided for more than 1,300 

journals. 
  

2.   Science Direct 

 

Under this database NKC subscribed e-journals 

(187 Agricultural & Biological Sciences, 214 

Engineering, 260 Biochemistry, Genetics and 

Molecular Biology and 95 Business, Management 

and Accounting) 

3.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

National Institute of Science Communication And 

Information Resources 

 

NISCAIR (National Institute of Science 

Communication And Information Resources) 

provides access to full text articles from seventeen 

research journals published by NISCAIR. 

4.   

  

 

IEEE ASPP Online Package 

 

IEEE All-Society Periodicals Package provides 

access to the IEEE core collection of engineering, 

electronics, and computer science journals. Over 

145 IEEE online society-sponsored journals, 

transactions and magazines are included in this 

package with back file access to 2000. These are 

most highly cited journals in the field 

concentrating on theoretical and experimental 

papers, practical applications in research, design 

and specification. 

 

5.   

   
    

J-Gate Engineering and Technology 

J-Gate Engineering & Technology (JET), an 

electronic gateway to global e-journal literature. 

JET is a subset of J-Gate and indexes e-journals in 

the fields of Electronics, Electrical, Civil, 

Information Technology, Computer science etc. 

Journal coverage: 4700 Indexed, 1700 free full 

text. 

 

New Arrivals in NIFTEM Knowledge Centre for Year 2014 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/
http://eds.b.ebscohost.com/eds/search/basic?sid=f72a2a07-468c-4a9b-bbd6-35d1f5711e9a%40sessionmgr110&vid=1&hid=105
http://www.sciencedirect.com/
http://nopr.niscair.res.in/handle/123456789/2
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
http://jgateplus.com/search/
http://eds.b.ebscohost.com/eds/search/basic?sid=f72a2a07-468c-4a9b-bbd6-35d1f5711e9a@sessionmgr110&vid=1&hid=105
http://jgateplus.com/search/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
http://nopr.niscair.res.in/handle/123456789/2


6.   Taylor and Francis 

 

 

NKC has subscribed 21 e-journals on different 

subject areas from Taylor & Francis. 

7.   Nature 

 

Nature is an international journal publishing 

original, groundbreaking research spanning all of 

the scientific disciplines. One full text un-limited 

simultaneous access for Nature Weekly from 1997 

onwards is available through UGC-Infonet 

consortium. 

 

8.   J-Gate social and management science 

 

J-Gate Social & Management Sciences (JSMS), an 

electronic to gateway to global e-journal literature. 

JSMS is a subset of J-Gate and indexes e-journals 

cover 6700 Indexed, 2000 free full text 

 

9.                       EBSCO Food Science source 

 

EBSCO Food Science source is an extensive 

full‐text database on food industry at all levels. 

This database offers cover-to-cover full‐text 

coverage for more than 1,400 publications. More 

than 1,000 key food industry and market reports 

are available. 

10.   ASTM Digital Library 

 

The Library covers a broad range of engineering 

disciplines, including aerospace, biomedical, 

chemical, civil, environmental, geological, health 

and safety, industrial, materials science, 

mechanical, nuclear, petroleum, soil science, and 

solar engineering. 

11.   Royal Society of Chemistry Journals 

 

The archival access is made available for 23 full 

text Royal Society of Chemistry journals with 6 

Databases from 1997- onwards through UGC-

Infonet consortium. 

 

12.   The Economist 

 

NKC is subscribing The Economist,  is a weekly  

magazine in Print + digital format. 
 

http://www.tandfonline.com/
http://www.nature.com/nature/index.html
http://www.jgateplus.com/
http://eds.a.ebscohost.com/eds/search/basic?sid=c08f482f-7a97-4cd2-9bb1-6d4d950b5a81%40sessionmgr4004&vid=1&hid=4205
http://www.astm.org/DIGITAL_LIBRARY/JOURNALS/
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Journals?key=Title&value=Current
http://www.economist.com/topics/india
http://www.tandfonline.com/
http://www.jgateplus.com/
http://www.nature.com/nature/index.html
http://eds.a.ebscohost.com/eds/search/basic?sid=c08f482f-7a97-4cd2-9bb1-6d4d950b5a81@sessionmgr4004&vid=1&hid=4205
http://www.economist.com/topics/india
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Journals?key=Title&value=Current


 

 

Note: Kindly Visit the NIFTEM NKC’s Web OPAC for access the above mentioned 

resources. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13.  

 

The wall Street Journal 

 

NKC is subscribing The wall Street Journal,  is a 

weekly  newspaper in Print + digital format. 
 

14.   Sage Publication  

NKC subscribed numbers of e-journals from Sage 

Publication 

 

http://nkc.niftem.ac.in:8080/?theme=nkc
http://online.wsj.com/asia
http://nkc.niftem.ac.in/nkc/sagejournals.html
http://online.wsj.com/asia
http://nkc.niftem.ac.in/nkc/sagejournals.html

